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is about values, both the value of a Zoo membership
and the values that the Zoo and the Zoo Society promote through
their programs and their work.

I

n this issue, Zoo and Society staffs
offer Society members inside, professional advice on ways to make every
Zoo visit more interesting and memorable. This advice explains ways to plan a
visit and tailor it to groups composed of
people of different ages and differing
interests. The advice is intended to cut
down on the stresses that can accompany
any travel and make it easier for families
or friends to socialize while they enjoy
the Park.
The advice recognizes that there is
more to a Zoo visit than seeing animals.
A visit to the N.C. Zoo also offers opportunities to talk with educators and
zookeepers, explore exotic landscapes,
interact with a remarkable—and sometimes subtle—collection of public art and
be comfortable, outside having fun with
both friends and with family.
This issue of Alive also explores the
values that the Zoo and the Society promote through their work and their programs. The story on Animal Plantings
reveals the Horticulture staff’s complex
and interwoven commitment to beautifying the Park and incorporating plants into
landscapes that enrich the lives of the
Zoo’s animals, enhance the education of
Zoo audiences and promote the conservation of rare and endangered species.
A story from the Zoo’s Curator of
Amphibians and Reptiles further under-

scores the Zoo’s role in protecting native
wildlife. This story, and the projects it
describes, reminds our readers of the
value that the Zoo places on nature and
free-ranging wildlife. The Zoo expresses
this value in research, in fieldwork and
through programs that protect the wild
animals that live inside the Park and
depend on its resources for their survival.
Particulary, the Zoo is invested in understanding and protecting many of the
native reptiles—including Copperheads
and Rattlesnakes—that live inside the
Park’s boundaries. Because these animals
provide valuable services to the local
ecosystem and yet remain poorly understood and unfairly judged, the Zoo has
accepted the challenge of learning more
about them. The Zoo’s goal is to keep the
habitat healthy for these animals and help
Zoo visitors overcome their misconceptions about these valuable members of the
natural community.
Finally, this issue makes its easy for our
members to explore and participate in the
many, varied programs offered by the Zoo
and the Zoo Society. These programs
make it possible for children and adults to
participate in classes and camps that provide detailed insights into the inner workings of the Zoo. These programs express
the value our staff members place on
sharing their knowledge with Zoo Society
members and other audiences.

The North Carolina Zoo is open every day of the year, except on Christmas Day.
Summer hours begin on April 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Standard admission
prices are $10 for adults, $8 for seniors and $6 for children. Winter hours begin
November 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Zoo Society members and registered
North Carolina school groups are admitted free. The Zoo offers free parking, free tram
and shuttle service, picnic areas, visitor rest areas, food service and gift shops.
For information, call 1-800-488-0444.
The Zoo is a program of the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources.
The North Carolina Zoological Society is the non-profit organization that supports the
North Carolina Zoological Park and its programs. Society offices are open Monday –
Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For information, please call 336-879-7250 or logon to the
Society’s Web page at nczoo.com.

Printed on recycled paper
Your ALIVE magazine can
be recycled in any recycling
program that takes magazines. To locate the closest
magazine recycling area in
your city, call “Solid Waste
Management” or “Recycling”
under the City or County listings of your phone book.
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Lioness
by Diane Villa

INSIDER TIPS:

Making Every Zoo V isit Special
irst and foremost, logon to
the Zoo’s Web site,
www.nczoo.org, several
days before you make the
trip. By clicking on “Visit,”
you can download several
helpful maps and guides. Print them
out and bring them with you to keep
you on track and oriented throughout
your day.
Not only will the map make it easier
to find parking spaces, your favorite
animals and the closest rest room, the
self-guided tours and information
guides also will give you access to
details and fun facts that you might
otherwise miss, no matter how seasoned a Zoo visitor you are.
One guide pinpoints the location of
all 30-something sculptures and
murals in the Zoo’s $1.6 million public
art collection. Many of these objects
are large and easy to see, but some
are small, charming and easy to miss.

F

Finding them can add some surprises and whimsy to a visit.
There are also three downloadable field guides on the Zoo’s
Web site. One identifies the bird
species in the Aviary, another
one, the tropical frogs in the same
building. The last one shows how
to identify the antelopes and birds
that reside on the African Plains.
Two additional guides elevate
the identification process even
higher. They provide pictures of
each of the individual Elephants
and Chimpanzees and point out
clues to use in telling them apart.
By clicking on the Zoo Web
site’s “Events” menu, you can also
access a Calendar of Events that
lists special programs that staff
has planned for the rest of the
year. The list explains when and
where to gather for each of these
events.

Best Advice of All:

The minute you arrive,
collect everyone’s cell
p hones, drop them in a
bag and lock them in the
trunk of your car. Spend
the day talking to the
ones you are with, not
the ones on the line, and
you will enjoy the Zoo,
its nature and its animals
all the more.

*
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*

and turn up the talking about what
you will do, and what you did, to enjoy
the Zoo. The best Zoo visits come
from enjoying the day with your family
and friends in the company of the
animals. Take it easy, have fun and do
not worry about seeing everything.
Just enjoy what you see.

*

Get Your Timing Right
On the Day of Your Visit
Remember to drop some sunscreen in
your pocket and slather it on everyone’s faces, noses, arms and cheeks.
Put on some comfortable walking
shoes, and do not rush anywhere.
Adjust your attitude down to relaxed,
drive slowly on the way here and on
the way home. Turn down the radio

There are good times and not-so-good
times to visit some of the exhibits. The
start and the end of the Zoo day tend
to be the best times to see many of
the animals, especially the large predators. The Lion, for example, typically
starts his day with a series of long,
loud roars. And, the Lions, Cougars,
Black Bears, Grizzlies and Red
Wolves seem to begin and end their
days out in the open and on the move.

Choose Different Routes with Different Groups

T

he N.C. Zoo is plenty large enough to accommodate the needs of all sorts of families and age
groups. But, because the Park is so large, parents
with younger children will likely have more fun by
abandoning the notion of visiting every exhibit.
Concentrate, instead, on walking to just a few exhibits
and enjoying them to the hilt.

Touring with Toddlers: Think about entering in North
America and sticking relatively close to the entrance.
There are plenty of animals and plants to see close by:
Cougars, Alligators, ducks, Harbor Seals, Sea Lions, a
Polar Bear, puffins and Arctic Foxes. Two of the Zoo’s
most kid-friendly places are here,
too: the Garden Friends Playground and kidZone. Toddlers,
especially, love the playground,
where they can run, climb, giggle,
sit and waddle in the shadows of
oversized bugs and plants.
Generally speaking, young children find great joy in seeing
native butterflies and squirrels
and streaking through the sunshine. Granted, this strategy will
not expose them to every animal
in the Zoo, but it will eliminate a
lot of unnecessary stress and will
almost ensure a happy, successful Zoo visit.

Fun with 5- to 8-year olds: Try visiting the Zoo one continent at a time. Visit either Africa or North America but
not both until the kids’ legs get a little longer. Again, half
a Zoo will not show the youngsters everything there is to
see. But half of this Zoo is still quite a lot.
If possible, finish your visit at kidZone. Youngsters in
this age range will love playing outside with the exhibit’s
playleaders. And, while the children run off energy and
enjoy the day, the adults can catch their breaths, relax
and wind down before driving home.
Involving Tweens & Teens: Older children will likely
enjoy their visits more if you ask for their help when you
plan a visit. Their computer skills
will come in handy when it comes
to downloading the Zoo’s guides
and maps. And, these young people
should have some interesting ideas
and suggestions about how to set
the day’s agenda.
Some older children might even
enjoy assuming the roles of tour
guides and Zoo experts. By looking
over the various Zoo maps and selfguided tours, the Tweens and Teens
can shine as leaders. Let them take
you on a tour of the Aviary, point
out and name the birds and then
lead you to the Elephant exhibit and
introduce you to Artie.

*
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Action Figures

T

ry to visit the exhibits when an animal keeper will be there, too. The Zoo
schedules times during each week when animal keepers show up to offer
treats to the animals in their care. While the animals munch on the treats,
the keepers stick around to answer questions. Often, these are the best
times to visit an exhibit because the animals tend to be highly visible and active
while they forage for food.

Meeting at Feeding Time:
Sea Lions (Rocky Coast) – Keepers train the Sea Lions and reward them with
fish every day. Feeding times vary, but a message board in front of the exhibit
announces the current schedule. These training sessions build trusting relationships between the animals and their caretakers and make life more interesting for
the animals, too. Once the training sessions end, the keepers remain in the
exhibit to field questions from the public.

*

Alligators (Cypress Swamp) – From May 1 to September 30, keepers toss chicken, fish and rats into the ’gator
exhibit at 10 a.m. every Sunday and Wednesday. (Alligators make do without any food during the long, cold
months from October through April. These cold-blooded creatures need sunshine and warm temperatures to
boost their metabolism high enough to get their digestive juices flowing.)

*

Vampire Bats (Sonora Desert) – Keepers plan a rendezvous with the bats every
Saturday, Sunday and holiday at 3:30 p.m. For this feeding, the keepers hang some
fresh blood in the bats’ exhibit, and the little Vampires flock in from all directions.
Tropical Birds (Aviary) – Keepers feed the birds every
morning (9:30 - 10) and afternoon (2 - 2:30 in winter;
2:30 - 3 in summer). When the food cart rolls through the
Aviary, birds appear out of nowhere. Really, it is the best
time to see the most species in this spectacular exhibit.

*

Gorillas (Forest Glade) – Keepers toss treats into the
Gorilla exhibit every day at 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Chimpanzees (Kitera Forest) – Chimpanzees line up for their extra treats every
Saturday and Sunday at 2 p.m.
Lions – These big cats chow down on bones every Saturday and Sunday at 11:30 a.m.

*
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Biting off the Entire Zoo
Here is the best plan for taking it all in.
Come early and enter in North America.
Make a beeline to the first tram stop and get
off at the Junction Plaza. Cross the Plaza
and head into Africa. Take the first left and
cruise through the RJR Forest Aviary.
Next, visit the Gorilla exhibit, up hill and
to the left. Continue left and follow the trail
through the African Pavilion. Exit at the bottom of this exhibit, veer right and follow the
walkway past baboons, White Rhinos,
Elephants and Zebras, Ostriches and
Giraffes.

*
Start walking up hill, past the Red River
Hogs, the Lions, the Patas Monkeys. Watch
for the sign that directs you back to the
Aviary and into the Junction Plaza. Now
would be a good time to sit down, grab your
breath and have some lunch at the Plaza
restaurant.
The rest is easy. Exit the Plaza to enter
North America and follow the main path to
visit all the animals along the way. When
you run out of path, you are back at the
entrance, just a few yards away from
where you parked your car.

Need Some Help
Seeing the Animals?

Explore Some
Out-of-the-Way Spaces

S

everal special, almost secret, places sit inside the Zoo and, for
various reasons, escape the attention of most visitors—even
our most ardent ones. Set just off the most beaten paths,
these hidden places give a different dimension to the Zoo
experience. They add quiet and serenity to an otherwise exciting day.
Uwharrie Vision – A dirt pathway near the North American Prairie
glides down to enter this
nearly hidden, hollow mound
resting against the hillside.
Step inside and wind up its
small staircase to pop out and
grab a momentous look
across the Uwharries—the
local monadnocks that we
falsely call “mountains.” They
define the rugged terrain of
Randolph County.

*

*

The Butterfly Garden – Hidden
behind kidZone, a stone pathway
weaves through bushes and flowers that draw in hummingbirds
and butterflies. Follow the path to
its end and you will encounter a
small, stone courtyard that is
flanked by a few stone benches
and wrought iron arches. Shaded,
and almost always cool, the
benches offer a quiet, serene spot
to rest and watch the local wildlife.

*

Marsh Gateway – Leave the
Cypress Swamp exhibit by walking under the North America
entry bridge and look slightly to
your right to find the marsh gateway. It frames a lovely view of the
lake.
PHOTO CREDITS:

Bring some binoculars, that will help.
But in addition to that, flip back to this
edition’s Kid’s Page and read Dr. Roger
Robbins’ advice on how to find a hidden
animal in a Zoo exhibit.

Ssshhhh...
thenew passwordis

Giraffe!

*
*
*
*

BIGSTOCKPHOTO.COM
DON L. COHEN
TOM GILLESPIE
DE POTTER

*

{The password will go into effect on June 30.}
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ZOO happenings
Upcoming Zoo & Zoo Society Events
ZOO EVENTS are for everyone and, unless otherwise

SOCIETY EVENTS & PROGRAMS are for members

noted, are free with the price of admission. For additional information call 1.800.488.0444

and their guests. For more information click on Events at
nczoo.com. Call 336.244.3736 to register.

JUNE
13 Children’s Photo Safari*: 9-11 a.m. For children 5 and
up. $10 for a child and an accompanying adult. $5 for an
additional person. Meet at the Stedman Education Center.

NEW ZOO SOCIETY CAMPS
June 26-28* Veterinary Camp for girls 13-15. Two-nights, two
days. Includes mini-classes with the Zoo’s Chief Veterinarian
and veterinarian resident; hands-on activites with veterinary
equipment; behind-the-scenes visit with the Zoo veterinarian;
room and board in the Valerie H. Schindler Wildlife Learning
Center. Fee: $375 for members, $400 for non-members*
JULY* Animal Training Seminar for 12-16 year-olds: Fourhour training session with Julie Grimes, the Zoo’s Animal
Enrichment Consultant. Learn how the Zoo’s keepers gain
the trust of their animals and train them to cooperate in their
own care. Fee: $30 for members; $35 for non-members.
July 17-19 Repeat of June Veterinary Camp, but for boys 1315. $375 for members; $400 for non-members
August 7-9 Repeat of the Veterinary Camp. For boys and girls
13-15. $375 for members; $400 for non-members.

COMING IN THE FALL
Astronomy night for families
Zoo To Do
Snake-Tracking Program

NOW – DECEMBER 31
Every day Wild Africa 4D - This 4D film explores
wildlife and conservation in Africa. Fee: $3.

JUNE
Every Weekend Bee a Bear – We don’t know what
that title means, either, but every weekend there will be
programs focusing on bees, bears or both.
6

Polar Paws and Claws

13 Grizzly Walks and Talks
20 Black Bears and Bees
21 Father’s Day
27 Teddy Bear Fair

AUGUST
8 & 9 ZooCool – Come
to the Zoo to chill out
and learn how the keepers
keep the animals cool at
the Zoo.

Details on all of these programs are available on the Web at www.nczoo.com/index_html. * Reservations are required. For Society
Member programs, call 336-879-7250 to make a reservation. We begin taking member reservations six weeks before an event.
**Applications accepted now. If more than 20 campers apply, a lottery will be held to fill slots. A limited number of scholarships
are available for deserving youngsters. E-mail jparker@nczoo.com or call Jayne Owen Parker 336-879-7273 to discuss scholarships and reservation questions.

Fun in the
Summer,
Reading

Jenkins, Steve. HOW MANY WAYS
CAN YOU CATCH A FLY?
Houghton Mifflin Company. 2008.
Jenkins, Steve. SISTERS AND
BROTHERS. SIBLING RELATIONSHIPS IN THE ANIMAL
The beautifullyillustrated and carefully WORLD. Houghton Mifflin
Company. 2008.
written books in this
list will delight young Okimoto, Jean Davies. WINSTON OF
CHURCHILL. ONE BEAR’S BATreaders with stories
TLE
AGAINST GLOBAL WARMabout nature and
ING. Sasquatch Books. 2007
about animals.
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Oates, Joyce Carol. NAUGHTY
CHERIE. Harper Collins. 2008.
George, Jean Craighead. THE
WOLVES ARE BACK. Dutton.
2008.
Frost, Helen. MONARCH AND
MILKWEED, Atheneum. 2008.
Patkau, Karen. CREATURES YESTERDAY AND TODAY. Tundra
Books. 2008.
Kelly, Erica. EVOLVING PLANET.
Abrams Books. 2008.

Nicholls, Judith. BILLYWISE.
Bloomsbury Children’s Books.
2002
Mckinney, Barbara. PASS THE
ENERGY, PLEASE. Dawn Publ.
1999.
Reilly, Kathleen. PLANET EARTH
25 ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD YOURSELF. Nomad Press. 2008
COMPILED BY CAROL KACZMAREK

Camps&Programs

{ ZOO EDUCATION }

New at the Zoo: Free Play for the Very Young
The Zoo’s educators will be out in kidZone every week day from
June 1-August 31 (except July 1-7), to lead young children in
playing in the out of doors.
These programs will begin at 10 a.m. at the kidZone Front
Porch. All of the play sessions are free, and no registration is
required.
Program Schedule
Music Mondays - For 4 to 5-year-olds
Toddler Tuesdays - For 2 year-olds
Water Wednesdays - For 3-olds (dress them for getting wet)
Nature’s Art - For 4 to 5-year-olds
Free Play Fridays - For all ages
Day Camps for Children
The Zoo’s Education Staff has developed a range of single-day
camps for rising 1st to 3rd graders and rising 4th to 6th graders.
These camps begin in June and class size is limited to help
ensure a quality experience for every camper.
To register, logon to the Zoo’s Web site (www.nczoo.org/
education/index.html) and click on “Zoo Camps.”
Once your registration is complete, you will receive a confirmation letter via e-mail. Please bring this confirmation notice with
you, along with a completed health form, on the first day.

Camps for Rising 1st to 3rd Graders
Photo Safari
Cool Critters
Animal Tales
Buggin' Out
Feathers, Fur, Scales & Skin
The Scoop on Poop
Scutes, Scales & Skin
Arctic Adventures

June 15 or Aug 5.
June 17 or Aug. 6
June 23
June 29
July 1
July 9
July 23
July 29

Camps for Rising 3rd through 6th Graders
ASI-Animal Scene Investigations
June 16
Tropical Treasures
June 18
A Day in the Desert
June 22
Carolina's Coolest
June 30
Going, Going, Gone
July 8
Zoo Do (All about Zoo jobs)
July 22
Amazing Adaptations
July 30
Spend the Night at the Zoo
The Zoo offers overnight camps for rising 4th to 6th
graders.
Herp Hideaways, June 25-26 or July 15-16. This program
includes a night hike and an overnight stay.

Looking for a WiLd Birthday Scene?

The Zoo’s educators are prepared to handle your little Party Animal and all of his or her friends, too!
Zoo Birthday Parties last up to an hour and a half and may be scheduled on
Saturdays and Sundays at 10:30 a.m., noon, or at 2:30 p.m. Staff throws the parties
in the Stedman Education Building, which sits next to the North American parking lot
and has direct, no-standing-in-line entry into the Park.
The Basic Party Package covers rental fees; Zoo passes for registered party goers
(adults and children), a fun-filled and age-appropriate half hour with a Zoo educator,
and some yummy cake, ice cream, popcorn, and beverages, too. We provide a small
gift for the Birthday boy or girl. (And relax, parents: we
set up and clean up after the party is over.)
The Basic Party pack price varies with
r
o
f
the
number of party-goers but begins at
s
w
Ne
:
S
R
only
$340 for 15 guests (adults and chilGood
E
EMB
M
t
Y
n
dren).
For a small additional fee we can
T
u
SOCIE e a 15% disco
provide
a face-painter, a live-animal
eiv
c
y
e
t
r
r
a
u
P
o
demonstration or both.
Y
asic

B
off the age!
Pack

3

Party
Themes

to choose from:

* An African Safari
* The Three Bears
(Black Bear, Grizzly Bear
and Polar Bear)

* Scutes, Scales, and
Slippery Skin
(reptiles and amphibians)

Go to nczoo.com, put birthday in the search
option and you will go to the right page. Or visit
www.nczoo.org/events/birthdayparties.html to learn more.
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FIELD

Back Tracking Snakes
A few years ago, the Zoo’s Animal
Staff recognized the importance of monitoring the well being
of the native animals that occupy the Zoo’s landscape (Alive,
Summer 2006). For the most part, our earlier work with these
populations focused staff attention on the local reptiles.
Currently, we are using radiotelemetry to spy on three residents Eastern Box Turtle, a Copperhead and a Timber
BIGSTOCKPHOTO.COM

Rattlesnake.

Timber Rattlesnake
We chose the snake species because they fill valuable
niches in our local wildlife community. Yet, despite their value,
we know very little about their needs or their behaviors. By
tracking their movements, we hope to learn more about
keeping the Zoo’s local snake populations healthy.
At present, we want to learn how our snakes use the Zoo
property. Particularly, we hope to learn details about the
places—the home ranges—where our study snakes live, and
we want to understand how the changing seasons affect the
snakes’ choices of home ranges.
We also want to improve our understanding of the local
snakes’ hibernation behaviors. We want to see how our
snakes’ hibernation habits compare to those of Copperheads
and Timber Rattlesnakes that live in cooler regions.
8 | ALIVE

Where We Are Now
Our research is too new to resolve any of our research questions, but we are beginning to tease out a few facts. As we
learn more, and as more funding becomes available, we will
use our findings to plan other studies on the Park’s native
wildlife.
Among other things, we hope our findings will improve our
skill at preventing chance encounters between Zoo visitors
and local snakes—not that these meetings have ever been a
problem. Since the Zoo opened more than 30 years ago,
none of the local Copperheads or Rattlesnakes has ever
harmed a visitor.
However, as homes and businesses crop up around the
Zoo, they displace native animals, some of which inevitably
migrate into the Zoo. Our research will help us monitor these
influxes and evaluate how these immigrants affect resident
populations—both in abundance of individuals and diversity
of species.
Tuning in the Radio
To begin our research, Animal Staff searched the Zoo site
and found and captured a Copperhead and a Rattlesnake.
Zoo veterinarians implanted a tiny radiotransmitter in each of
these animals. These transmitters broadcast signals that can
detect each snake, pinpoint its location and assess its body
temperature.
After being tagged, the snakes were released near their
capture sites. After that, animal keepers from the Streamside
and the Sonora Desert exhibits started making weekly treks
into the Park to find the snakes, map their positions and
record information on environmental factors that might be
affecting the snakes’ movements.
At each encounter, keepers plot the snakes’ positions and
temperatures along with salient characteristics of the surrounding terrain. Taken together, this information has started
to reveal clues about the snakes’ daily routines, their habitat
preferences and their seasonal activity patterns.
Finding Parking Spaces
The early data from our study snakes (two Copperheads and
a Timber Rattlesnake), combined with observations made
during chance sightings of free-ranging snakes in early winter and early spring, suggest that our local snakes hibernate
in solitude.
So far, no evidence supports the notion that Piedmont

mon native rodents, are drawn
to the Zoo’s plentiful ornamental
grasses. The rats and other
seedeaters feed on the grass
seeds, and the snakes feed on
the seedeaters.
Our snakes also claim home
ranges with sunny spots for
basking and covered spots for
hiding. The Copperheads even
occupy some exhibits, as long
as they provide rodents to eat
and natural or artificial rocks for
shelter.
Our Timber Rattlesnake has
different preferences. It stays in
heavily wooded areas, where
prey choices are smaller, but
good shelter and basking sites
abound. The Rattler avoids people, setting its home range away
from human activity. We present
these conclusions as tentative because our data is limited to
the study of one snake over two years. However, our staff
makes occasional sightings of wild Rattlesnakes that support this conclusion.
We need more data to expand our knowledge of the
resources these species need to survive. But, already, we
can say that food, shelter and a mix of sun and shade are
important to these snakes and to other wildlife. Our next
steps will help us sort out particulars on these factors,
especially how their relatively proportions changes for
different species.
BIGSTOCKPHOTO.COM

snakes mimic the hibernation
habits of their relatives in the
Appalachian Mountains and the
northeastern United States. In
these colder regions, Copperheads and Rattlesnakes congregate in groups with up to
200 snakes and share their
hibernaculas with other snake
species as well.
Rather than going social, our
study snakes seek solitude.
Each has nestled into a rocky
outcropping, a leaf pile or hollow log to sleep through the
winter. One of our study
Copperheads slid into the same
hibernaculum two winters in a
row. The other one and the
Timber Rattlesnake used different sites both years.
Our tracking data found our
study snakes quite predictable. Each one stakes out an area
and reliably remains within this space, called a “home
range,” most of the time. All our study snakes claim different
home ranges in winter and in summer, a finding that corresponds with information published by other researchers.
During warmer months, our Copperheads stay in small
ranges (about 5 acres). As the weather cools, the snakes
abandon these spaces completely and move to larger home
ranges (11-13 acres) in different parts of the Park. The
Timber Rattlesnake shows a similar pattern but claims
larger home ranges in both seasons and chooses places
that do not overlap with land used by Park staff or visitors.

copperhead

Running Hot and Cold
Because our radiotransmitters broadcast body temperatures, we have been able to look at the impact weather has
on our snakes' body heat. These data are especially useful
during the three to four months when our snakes hibernate
and disappear from sight. Recording their body temperatures tells us about their general health and their activity
levels.
So far, our study snakes’ temperatures reliably track
slightly warmer, about 3-5 degrees F, than air and ground
temperatures. Occasionally, on very cold days, this trend
reverses, and the snakes’ temperatures dip slightly below
surface temperatures. These shifts do not harm the snakes.
They can hibernate at very low temperatures and can
survive underground even at temperatures slightly below
freezing, at least for short periods.
Finding What They Need
Clearly, our Copperheads align their summer home ranges
to overlap with good Cotton Rat habitats. Cotton Rats, com-

Heading into the Future
As our work continues, we will apply what we learn to our
land management strategies so that the land will continue to
support a rich variety of native species. We will also apply
our findings to improve the Zoo animals’ lives and the skills
of our zookeepers. Fieldwork clearly enhances our keepers’
skills in understanding the needs of both captive and freeranging animals.
We will also use the research to broaden the Zoo’s educational impact. In the future, we will engage some
Asheboro High School students in tracking local Black Rat
Snakes. We will use the findings to look for better ways to
exclude Black Rat Snakes from our bird exhibits. Birds make
up a sizable portion of this species’ prey.
The Zoo and Zoo Society thank Sam’s Club in
Greensboro for funding this planned research, which will
help the Park and strengthen the scientific skills of these
high school students.
Stay tuned, and we will keep you up to date on our growing radiotelemetry research efforts at the Park.
JOHN D. GROVES, CURATOR OF AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES
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Plant Our Ideas in Your Backyard
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By drawing on the techniques the
Zoo’s horticulture staff uses in the
exhibits, you can turn your yard into a
beautiful, wildlife-friendly landscape.
The changes will improve your outlook and will enrich and entertain you
and your family with hours of wildlife
watching.
You will also be providing a commu-

nity service by sheltering and protecting native animals that have been displaced by construction near your
home.

Feed and Shelter the Natives
Do like we do in the Aviary and plant
fruit trees and shrubs to please the
birds. Not only will fruit-eaters mine
the branches, you will draw in
insect-eaters, too. They will
cruise your garden to snatch up
caterpillers and other insects
among the leaves.
You will make your plantings
more visually appealing to people and to wildlife if you
choose deciduous and evergreen
trees and shrubs of different
heights and plant them in natural-looking clusters.
Different wildlife will be
drawn to different plants, and
the greater the variety of
foods—nuts, seeds, berries,

pollen, etc.—the more wildlife you
will feed and shelter.

Add Water, Subtract Grass
Look to the Black Bear pool for
inspiration on pleasing wildlife. A circulating pump and the water it churns
around bring birds in by the ﬂocks.
And, cutting back on the grass will up
your yard’s wildlife quotent. By
replacing a monoculture lawn with a
diverse mix of native plant species,
you will be able to feed and shelter
many more native animals. In addition,
native plants usually require less care
and cutting than a grassy lawn.

Leave Some Logs
Logs, brush piles and leaves will all
supply shelter to small mammals, reptiles and amphibians. Standing dead
trees or stumps will attract cavitynesting birds and other wildlife along
with insects that will ﬂag down woodpeckers. NELL ALLEN AND CORINNE BENBOW

Some useful wildlife plants for North Carolina:
Common Name

Scientific Name

Uses

Asclepias tuberosa
& A. incarnata

Nectar for butterflies, bees

Echinacea purpurea
Helianthus spp.

Pollen, nectar for butterflies & bees, seeds for birds
Seeds for birds, small mammals

Ilex opaca , I. decidua
Lobelia cardinalis

Berries – many kinds of birds
Nectar favored by hummingbirds

Vines
Coral honeysuckle
Blackberries, raspberries

Lonicera sempervirens
Rubus spp.

Nectar for butterflies, bees, hummingbirds
Berries for birds, small & large mammals

Trees & Shrubs
Dogwoods, flowering & silky
Oaks, many species
Arrowwood viburnum

Cornus florida, C. amomum
Quercus spp.
Viburnum dentatum

Berries eaten by birds, bear, deer, small mammals
Acorns eaten by many birds, large and small mammals
Berries eaten by many species, nesting shelter for birds

Perennial Flowers
Milkweeds, especially
butterfly-weed &
swamp milkweed
Purple coneflower
Sunflowers, many species
Hollies, American &
winterberry
Cardinal flower
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TRAVEL SAFARI

Chart a course for adventure in 2009
Southern Africa Adventure
July 3 - 17
*$6,595 (land only)
Botswana’s Tuli Circle and Kruger National Park, the grand
lady of Africa’s wildlands, mark the high points of this 14day safari across southern Africa. Table Mountain, Cape
Point, Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens and the Cheetah
Outreach Center are included on the itinerary, too.

Whales & Wilderness in Alaska
August 5 - 13
*starting at $4,649
Slip down Alaska’s Inside Passage with Executive Director
Russ Williams as he leads his fifth trip north to Alaska. The
trip’s vessel is the 166-foot Spirit of Discovery, an ideal ship
for this trip because it can enter narrow passages where
large cruise ships dare not go.
An extension is available to spend four days exploring
Denali National Park as well as Anchorage and Fairbanks.

America’s National Parks
July 22 - August 6
$3,867
A 16-day tour by motor coach to some of America’s most
acclaimed national parks. This tour visits Yellowstone, Grand
Teton, Arches, Monument Valley, Grand Canyon, Bryce
Canyon and Zion national parks. Two cities make it onto the
itinerary, too, Las Vegas and Salt Lake City.
The price covers lodging for 15 nights, 26 meals, airfare
and taxes. (The airfare cost may fluctuate until payment has
been made in full.)

For more information, e-mail sgee@nczoo.com or call 336-879-7253.

PRICES BASED ON DOUBLE-OCCUPANCY.
|ALL
* PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE AIRFARE.
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Animal Plantings

Horticulture at the Zoo is deﬁned, in part, by our plant collections—the rare,

the endangered and even the common species of foreign and native, tropical and temperate,
desert and wetland plant species that green and beautify the Zoo.

O

ne of Horticulture’s roles at the Zoo is to
incorporate plants into landscapes that mirror
the native habitats occupied by free-ranging
relatives of the Zoo’s exhibit animals.
Visually, and functionally, these landscapes
naturalize the exhibits; but beyond that, the landscapes
employ their plants as conservators, coaxing them into gardens that form a hedge against their species’ extinctions.
Zoo Horticulture continues this conservation theme outside the Zoo’s gardens, too, by protecting native plants
growing in wild habitats. This ﬁeldwork helps wild plants
and wild animals survive in these places and helps assure
that these species and their genetic histories will survive and
be available to future generations of plants and people.
The Zoo beneﬁts from this ﬁeldwork because these stewardship experiences boost the staff’s
understanding of the interconnections
that support nature. This knowledge
helps the Horticulture staff choose
exhibit plants that evoke or support
natural behaviors in the Zoo animals.
Providing for these interactions
improves the quality of the animals’
lives and makes Zoo visits more educational and interesting for visitors.
Watching these interactions helps our
visitors understand the value of biodiversity and the complex relationships
that make nature—and its protection—important for human survival.
In fulﬁlling their obligations as Zoo
Horticulturists, staff members have to select, cultivate and
employ plants to make life more interesting and satisfying
for the Zoo’s animals. The plants function to feed, shelter,
support, hide, stimulate and give comfort to the animals.
This interplay, in turn, gives visitors an unobstructed view
into nature’s inner workings.

Spicing Up the R.J. Reynolds Forest Aviary
The Aviary offers a sterling example of our staff’s skill in
counterfeiting natural habitats. Tropical birds feed, nest,
bathe and ﬂourish in concert with the tropical plants that
grow under the Aviary’s sunny, warm and humid dome.
Exotic and commercially unavailable fruits ripen on trees
12 | ALIVE

and nourish various animals. Horticulture’s choice of a
Jabuticaba, or Brazilian Grape Tree, for example, treats
Pekin Robins and Red-faced Liocichlas to seasonal feasts of
juicy black fruits that ripen along the tree’s woody trunk.
The Guava Tree that sits in the turtle exhibit casts its savory,
fruits within reach of the Zoo’s South American tortoises.
Nearby, a Papaya sprouts inside the exhibit and, occasionally, drops fresh fruit to share with tortoises and birds, as
well.
Carefully chosen palm species feed and shelter other
birds. Blue-grey Tanagers, Blue-crowned Hanging Parrots
and White-headed Mousebirds harvest these trees, ﬂocking
especially to take the blue-black fruits that ripen on the
Pacaya Palm’s brilliant orange stalks. (In its native Central
American rainforest, the Pacaya feeds people, too, but not
with its fruits. People look for
male trees to harvest their ﬂowers while their unopened buds
still cling together in clusters
that resemble golden ears of
corn.)
Horticulture’s choice of various Arum species added fruits
that appeal to the tiny Golden
Headed Manakins. These birds
rarely breed in captivity but
have nested successfully in the
shelter afforded by the Aviary’s
Lady Palms and Bush Pentas.
Blue-crowned Hanging
Parrots, Blue-grey Tanagers,
White-headed Mouse Birds, Japanese and Golden White
Eyes sip nectar from the ﬂowers that blossom on Bananas
and Brush Cherrys and from the puffy spikes of scarlet stamens that give the Powder Puff blossoms their name. As
they feed, the birds repay these plants by pollinating their
ﬂowers and, in some cases, by plucking off and eating
Mealybugs and other insects that attack the plants.
Other plants supply the birds with shelter and raw materials for nesting. Turquoise Tanagers gather dried ﬂower
stalks from the larger palm trees. Blue-crowned Hanging
Parrots lay their eggs and raise their chicks in hollows and
crevices that form in the Sago Palms and the mighty
Banyan Tree.

Black Bear Exhibit

BB&T Kitera Forest Chimpanzee Exhibit

North America’s Black Bears are omnivores that range
through many kinds of habitats, all of which must provide
either trees or shrubs for cover. These and other plants also
provide a signiﬁcant portion of the bear’s diet, which
includes nuts, berries, grubs, herbs and bark.
The Zoo’s Black Bear
exhibit provides all these
comforts of home. Trees
cast dappled shadows
through the exhibit, allowing the bears to cool off or
warm up in their choices of
shade or sunny spots. A
pool supplies drinking water
and a place to swim.
Natural treats come with
the landscape, too. In their
season, Raspberries,
Leatherleaf Mahonias and
Muscadine grapes ripen in
the exhibit, and White Oaks drop their acorns. The bears
forage for food in the exhibit and climb some of the tree
trunks for exercise. These natural behaviors keep the bears
from getting bored and add variety to their diet.
Horticulture staff maintains this exhibit, too, removing
and pruning damaged plants, and
regularly ﬁnding and removing
any toxic plants that sprout in
the exhibit. Staff also wraps wire
around trees that stand close
enough to the enclosure’s
boundaries to allow an escape.

When the Zoo renovated this exhibit in 1999, the goal was
to improve the lives of the Chimpanzees by providing them
with opportunities to behave more like wild Chimps. Plants
are, of course, key to this process. While the local climate
cannot grow the tropical tree species that interact with wild
Chimps, staff does have the talent and the knowledge to grow substitute species that look, smell,
bloom and feel like they belong on the equator.
In preparing to landscape this exhibit, horticulturists learned how wild chimpanzees modiﬁed
branches and stems into tools to ﬁsh for termites
and relied on various trees and plants to support
social behaviors and, even, their medical needs.
Some staff visited Uganda to watch wild
Chimpanzees interact with native vegetation.
The reading and the ﬁeldwork gave
Horticulture staff a clear vision of how the
exhibit plants should look and behave. North
Carolina-friendly substitutes were chosen to
mimic the branching habits, textures, colors, layering and spacing of plants that Chimpanzees use and live
among in the wild.
The staff’s choices have worked well, especially the
plants surrounding the exhibit. They give it a powerful tropical ambience.
The plants inside the exhibit have
fared less well, an unfortunate consequence of the hardships that the Chimps
inﬂict on the vegetation. Without the
recuperation time wild plants enjoy
when wild Chimps travel, our captive
plants require protection from the constant pulling, chewing, uprooting and
general mauling not experienced in the
wild.
To keep the exhibit's tropical look
from degrading, Horticulture gives the
troop about two weeks to climb up,
perch on, eat from or strip off parts and
pieces of Bamboo stalks, Pistachio and
Chinese Parasol trees, viburnums and
other plants. Then temporary barriers go up, gardens are
cleared, plants are rescued, new ones are planted and limbs
are left to recover for a while.
Other plants remain accessible to the Chimps all the time.
These species—Pygmy Bamboo, some grasses and Needle
Palms—have an African-look and remain hardy despite
abuse from the Chimpanzees.

Streamside Exhibit
This building depicts life that
lives in North Carolina’s
streams, but keeping the
exhibit’s plants alive and well
borders on impossible. The dark
interior forces the plants to grow
in artiﬁcial light, their roots
squeezed into small planters. The ambient temperature
never wavers far from 80 degrees.
To keep the exhibit green, horticulture staff has to maintain a routine that regularly replaces the exhibit plants with
new ones. To supply the transplants, Horticulture staff packs
a greenhouse with 120 species of native plants that can be
pulled, when necessary, to stand in for exhibit plants when
they begin to fade.
Because of this greenhouse, the exhibit treefrogs always
have Sweetbay or Southern Magnolia branches and leaves
to cling to and perch on. The greenhouse also supplies
Common Hornwort and American Eelgrass to shelter the
fish and turtles as they swim.

By working hand-in-hand with the Zoo’s Animal personnel,
the Horticulture staff adds an important dimension to the
Zoo’s conservation missions and, at the same time, makes
life more interesting and tasty for the Zoo’s animals.
VIRGINIA WALL, CORINNE BENBOW AND NELL ALLEN
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For Tree Huggers and Lion Lovers ...
The Zoo Society’s shops are going green. We are finding and selling products that respect
our members’ concern for the environment. On your next visit, drop into Wolf Bay Traders or the
Leopard Spot to peruse our new products.
We are paying more attention to sustainability and to social justice, so turn to us
if you are looking for products that help, rather than hurt, the Earth and that let
you show your concern for animals, nature and future generations.

On our earth-friendly shelves, we have ...
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Bird-friendly, Fair Trade Coffee from Starbucks
Ball caps woven from bamboo
Beautiful journals, notebooks and ruled paper made from banana fibers
Bright yellow rulers compressed from recycled Yellow Pages
Pens made from recycled money
Pencils made from scrap wood
Organic cotton T-shirts, with terrific designs, all dyed with non-toxic clays, and
all made in the U.S.A.
Visit us in the Park or
online at nczoo.com to
see what we have to
offer.
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Passing the Buck

Kindness in Kind
The Society has received some odd and wonderful in-kind gifts over the
years. These donations include chainlink fences, rare books, wildlife art
and even all-terrain vehicles. But, one of the most specialized of these
donations arrives intermittently encased in the talented hands of staff from
the Veterinary Hospital of the Carolinas in Cary.
Dr. Gary Spodnick, one of the hospital’s co-founders, its Chief of
Surgery and a gifted surgeon, has provided many of these gifts by leading
and assisting with a variety of complicated procedures on the Zoo’s
African Elephants, Lowland Gorillas, Trumpeter Hornbill, Polar Bears,
African Lions, Impalas and so on.
According to Dr. Ryan DeVoe, Senior Veterinarian, the Zoo calls on Dr.
Spodnick “whenever we have a case that requires surgical intervention that
exceeds our veterinarians’ abilities.”
Dr. Spodnick claims that the Polar Bear is his favorite patient, but he
enjoys working with the primates, too. They intrigue him because they
share so many physical features with people but have species-speciﬁc characteristics, too, like male Gorillas, for example, which carry large air sacs
in their chest cavities. Expanding the cavities lets big males boom like
bass drums when they beat their chests. But, Dr. Spodnick had to be mindful of these spaces when he cut into a male to remove a piece of wood
RUSS WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
lodged in its chest muscles.

RUSSling’s

Engaged in Giving
The 2000 U.S. Census tells us a lot about Americans’ hearts. They are
open and generous.
About 170 million adults—81 percent of the population 18 years old
or older—help their communities by donating to or volunteering or
advocating for philanthropic organizations.
Within this group, the vast majority of people (86 percent) donate
money to support the missions of their chosen charities. More than
half of the group members donate time to the charities, too, by volunteering during the year. Finally, 46 percent of Americans’ generous
hearts ﬁnd other ways to advocate for speciﬁc charities.
Within this group, however, only six percent complete their giving
by adding these charities to their wills or other estate plans. These 10
million very special people tend to be older and more afﬂuent than the
average American. Their education levels, though, run the gamut—and
shake out nearly equally: 25 percent hold a post graduate degree, 26
percent graduated from college, 22 percent earned some college credits and 28 percent have a high school diploma or some high school
credits.
RUSS WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Thank Yous...

go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts of
$1,000 or more to the Society January 1 through March
16, 2009.
AXA Equitable
Betsy & Walter Bennett
Blue Rhino
Blumenthal Foundation
Mark & Carol Boles
Mr. & Mrs. J. M. Boozer
Mr. Joseph M. Bryan, Jr.
William & Charlotte Buehler
Mr. & Mrs. W. L. Burns, Jr.
Ron & Cathy Butler
Fred E. & Jeanette D. Byerly
Camp Mundo Vista
The Cato Corporation
Charlotte Pipe & Foundry Company
The Coggin Agency
Mrs. Denise Conn
Cross Road Retirement Community
Durham Academy
Earth Fare Market & Cafe
Elastic Therapy, Inc.
First Bank
William H. and Muriel J. Fox Endowment Fund
Mrs. Genie Frick
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
William H. & Vonna K. Graves
Mrs. Joan Gulledge
Dr. James Harper & Dr. Patricia O'Leary
Nelson & Michele Hendrix
Ms. Margaret J. Holding
Greg & Ginny Hunter
Marv & Burke Jensen
Mr. & Mrs. David G. Johnston
Mrs. Linda M. Jones
Mrs. Barbara Ketchum
Klaussner Home Furnishings
The Estate of Dr. Harriet J. Kupferer
Mrs. Cynthia H. Little
Lunsford Richardson Preyer Charitable Lead
Unitrust
Mr. Ken McAdams
Timothy & Lori McKinnish
MindWorks Multimedia, Inc.
Ms. Barbara R. Morgenstern
Randolph Bank & Trust Co.
RBC Bank
John & Joyce Reedy
RTI International
Sam's Club
Max & Nancy A. Schiebel
StarPet, Inc.
State Employees Combined Campaign
John H. E. Stelling & Victoria Herring
Syngenta Crop Protection, Inc.
Ms. Barbara Thode
TM Engineering, Inc.
Leonard & Joyce B. Tufts
Mr. John R. Walker
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The Art of SEEING at the Zoo

‘‘

Little Stuff
I don’t see any wolves!”
You need patience to find many of the Zoo’s
Where are the snakes?”
small animals, even the ones living in wellWhere did all the birds go?” defined spaces at the Sonora Desert or

Zoo staff sometimes hear these laments from
visitors who have not mastered the art of seeing animals at a good zoo. These animals may
be hard to see because good zoo exhibits provide enough space and environmental complexity
to encourage their animals to act naturally. For
some animals, “acting natural” includes sitting
quietly and hiding from potential predators!

Big Stuff
Some animals are so big, you would think they
would be hard to miss—but even Lions, Wolves
and Elk can disappear if they lie in tall grasses.
On hot days, look for these animals in shady
places. On cooler days, see if they are warming
up in the sun.

Streamside.These animals are hard to see
because they wear cryptic coloration, or
camouflage, that helps them blend into the
background. To find cryptically-colored frogs,
salamanders, lizards and snakes or even birds
and Bobcats, you need to scan the exhibit
slowly.
Don’t just look straight ahead—look in three
dimensions: up and down, front and back and
side to side. Another good tip is to look under
and over, too—especially in places couched in
shadows. Always stay alert for movement and
for sounds, too. Make a game of the search.
Keep track of who spots which animal first and
who is best at helping someone else pull the
invisible into sight.
ROGER ROBBINS, PH.D, ZOO VOLUNTEER INTERPRETER

Camouflage
Artists
Zebra
Bittern

Copperhead
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Red Wolf

Nature’s Camouflage
Camouflage, or cryptic
coloration, disguises animals by making them
hard to see—even when
they sit in plain sight.
Sometimes camouflage
hides an animal by
matching its color
to the general
color of its habitat.
Shading the animal to
match its surroundings
can cause tiny frogs to
melt into a leaf or a
massive Lion to fade
into dry grasses.

Colors can camouflage
even more if they are
arranged in lines or
patches that cut across
and disrupt an animal’s
silhouette. Our eyes look
for edges, so interfering

with the shadows that
define an edge can make
it hard to pick an animal
out from its background.
This frog demonstrates
how effective disruptive
coloration can be
at hiding an

animal. Color the leaf in
this picture first—you can
make it grey or green or
brown or purple—any
color that you want. Then
color the frog using the
same color on some
patches and black in the
remaining patches. This
combination will
make the frog
hard to pick
out from its
background.
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TOM GILLESPIE

Color
me!
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

The Zoo Society urges you to do business with businesses that support your Zoo.

September 12, 2009

This year’s September 12th event will take place
in the North America plaza and will dazzle in the
glow of an Arctic theme. The bulk of the proceeds
from Zoo To Do 2009 will fund Project: Polar Bear
—major renovations that will enlarge the exhibit
enough to accommodate six Polar Bears and will
supply a denning area for pregnant females. A
small portion of the proceeds will continue to fund
Randolph Friends of the Zoo Grants, which fund
small education, research and conservation projects
undertaken by Zoo and Society employees.
Tickets are $150 each. To receive your invitation or
to become an event sponsor, contact the Zoo
Society at 336.879.7250.

